“Frog” Slippers
(the cut out pattern pieces resemble a frog)

TO PRINT PATTERN: Pattern prints on 2 letter-sized sheets for adult x-large, 1 legal or letter-sized sheet for the others. Be sure that the “fit to page” box in Acrobat is NOT checked, or the pattern may not print full size. Align circles/lines and tape pieces together as indicated for adult x-large pattern. For an easier-to-use pattern, cut master from interfacing being certain to transfer all markings.

materials:

* approx. 1/2 yd each of one of the following combinations:
  fleece and flannel
  denim (corduroy, canvas) and fleece
or
denim, quilt batting, and flannel (when using this combination, denim and batting should be treated as a single unit with the batting placed against the wrong side of the denim)

* sewing machine or serger
3/8” seam allowance on all seams

instructions:

step 1:
Cut 2 (on the straight grain fold) from both the outer and lining fabrics. You should have 4 pattern pieces when finished.

step 2:
Fold slipper pieces in half at the sole, right sides together, and sew the top front seam, toe to clip mark for all 4 pieces.

step 3:
Still folded, sew the back seam, all 4 pieces.

step 4:
Place lining and fabric, right sides together (one will be fitted inside the other) and sew from clip mark around throat and stop at the clip mark on other side. Now turn the slipper, so the seams you just sewed are between the layers of fabric. I find it easiest to do this through the heel opening. When turned, you should still have two open seams -- the heel and the toe.

step 5:
To sew toe and heel seam, flip the slipper inside out (lining side to the outside for this step). Flatten toe and align all layers of seam (top and sole) and serge or zig zag open edge to secure. Do the same with the heel seam.

step 6:
Turn completed slipper -- flannel or fleece should now be the lining. Top-stitch around throat of slipper, if desired.

want these longer or shorter?
For adult x-large, evenly add or subtract the desired amount before taping pieces A and B together. For one-piece patterns, cut pattern in half at the clip mark (top to bottom) and proceed.
prints on 2 pieces of letter-sized paper
align circles/lines and tape pieces together to form complete pattern
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adult x-large slipper B
10” - 10½” sole
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prints on legal-sized paper

adult small/medium: 7¼"-8" finished length
adult large: 9¾" finished length

cutting line

cut 2 from each fabric on straight grain fold clip here
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fold line